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Effective optical constants and scattering 
in porous glasses. Theoretical evaluation

S. A. Kuchinsky

S. L Vavilov State Optical Institute, S t Petersburg, 199034, Russia.

Models of porous glass microheterogeneous structure for effective optical constants and light 
scattering evaluation have been suggested. Taking into account collective effect on light scattering, 
analytical expressions for the effective optical constants and extinction coefficient of porous glass 
prepared by etching have been derived.

1. Introduction
Optical properties of porous glass (PGL) were investigated in many papers [1] — [9] 
In paper [1], the waveguide effect was found. In papers [2] —[4], light attenuation 
and scattering were investigated experimentally. Optical anisotropy was studied in 
[5], [6]. PGL impregnated with liquid crystals was considered as a perspective 
medium for optical information storage in [7]. PGL impregnated with photosen
sitive substrates were studied in [8] as a recording material for 3-D holography.

Theoretical treatment of all the problems mentioned above is to be based on 
calculations of the effective optical constants. An attempt at calculating of the 
effective complex refractive index was undertaken in [9]. The present paper describes 
further development of the approach to the effective optical constants calculations 
suggested in [9].

2. M odel o f  P G L  structure and approach
to the effective optical constants calculations

It is known that microporous glass consists of hard silica frame whose cavities 
contain the secondary silica having a network of communicating micropores. The 
free volume of PGL can be filled with different compositions. For example, in 
holography applications (the case of our practical interest) micropores contain 
photosensitive substrate filling a part of the free volume, the rest of the free volume 
being filled with the filler introduced to suppress scattering. Besides, there are regular 
inhomogeneities with a period much greater than the size of silica frame cavities. 
Thus impregnated PGL is a complex heterogeneous medium with different charac
teristic sizes of inhomogeneities:

1. The content of micropores is, generally, a two-phase system with inhomogene
ities of a molecluar size.
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2. The characteristic size of micropores in the secondary silica that fill the 
cavities of silica frame is about several nm.

3. The characteristic size of silica frame cavities is about several tens of nm.
4. The period of regular inhomogeneities is about several pm.
The effective optical constants (real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive 

index N  =  n+ik) depend on the structure parameters (statistical parameters charac
terizing the pores size, the pores shape and their relative positions) and optical 
constants of all components of the heterogeneous system under consideration.

2A

2a

Fig. 1. Model of impregnated microporous glass for calculations of the effective optical constants. 
2A. — size of silica frame cavities, la  — size of micropores

The aim of the present work is determination of the complex refractive index, 
whose real part determines the phase, and the imaginary part determines the 
decrease of amplitude of light wave. In the present paper, we start an investigation of 
the dependencies of the effective optical constants of impregnated PGL with 
consideration of a simple structural model allowing theoretical treatment (Fig. 1). In 
this model, the cavities of silica frame are represented by a system of identical 
nonoverlapping spheres of radius A. The structure of the secondary silica inside the 
frame cavities is modelled in the same way, a being the micropore radius. The 
micropore volume is assumed to be filled with two substances forming a shell 
structure. First, the phase composition inside micropores is replaced by an effective 
homogeneous medium characterized by an effective refractive index n*. Later, the 
secondary silica is replaced by an effective medium with effective optical constants. 
Finally, the effective optical constants of the system as a whole are found. The next 
Section presents equations for the effective optical constants at each stage of the 
calculation procedure shown in Fig. 1.

3. Equations for the effective optical constants

Let ni and n2 be the refractive indices of inner and outer parts of the shell structure 
formed in micropores, nm is the refractive index of silica The effective refractive
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index na of the effective medium inside micropores is defined by the conditions that 
polarizability of homogeneous spherical particle (aiph) should be equal to that of shell 
system (aghell). In accordance with [10]:

"a '
_  (nf -  l)(w?+ 2nf)+ g3(2n| +  l)(nf -  n\)

(nl +  2 )(nl +  2n\) +  q \2  n\ -  2)(nj -  nl)

where q is the ratio of inner to outer radius of a shell. Condition a,ph =  aihell yields

/ n ?+ 2n j+ 2(l-/,)(n?-n j)Y'*
(3)

where f s is the volume fraction of a shell.
The problem of effective optical constants calculation for heterogeneous system 

inside silica frame cavities is reduced to that for a system of identical nonoverlapping 
particles. For the case, where the particle size is much less than wavelength this 
problem was solved in [11]. The separation of real and imaginary parts of the 
effective propagation constants obtained in [11], in the quasicrystal approximation, 
leads to the following expressions for the effective refractive index ne and extinction 
coefficient ye:
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where k =  2nnJX is the constant of light propagation in the matrix,/is the relative 
volume (the volume fraction) occupied by particles in the medium, and p =  kR is the 
diffraction parameter.

Calculating the effective optical constants nt and yt for the system as a whole, 
Eqs. (4) and (5) are used for determining the effective parameters nA and yA for the 
cavities in the silica frame. This is proceeded by substitution into Eqs. (4) and (5) and 
na for n, the volume fraction of micropores f a for f  and radius of pores in the 
secondary silica for R. As a result we have:
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where F = f af A is volume fraction of micropores in porous glass (the porosity).
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Note that Equation (6) is equivalent to Eq. (4), when f  = F and =  n. In other 
words, the effective refractive index of the heterogeneous system in question does not 
depend on the distribution of micropores in the sample. It is determined only by the 
overall volume of pores. The statement is true when the refractive index of the 
secondary silica is equal to that of the hard silica frame.

Now, let us analyse the extinction coefficient ya. The first term in Eq. (7) describes 
the scattering by the cavities of the silica frame of radius A, whereas the second term 
describes the scattering by micropores of the secondary silica of radius a.

For real values of the parameters of the system under study, the ratio of these two 
terms is about (A/a)3. The second term in Eq. (7) can be disregarded because the radii 
A  and a of respective inhomogeneities differ by an order of magnitude.

Thus, the light scattering of the system is chiefly determined by the size of the 
silica frame cavities, their volume fraction f A, the difference between the refractive 
indices of the content of micropores and the silica frame, and the volume fraction/, 
of micropores in the secondary silica. It is essential that the dependence of ya on f a is 
quadratic.

4. Results and discussion

Equations (3), (6) and (7) allow investigating dependencies of the effective refractive 
index and extinction coefficient due to scattering on the volume fraction of pores and 
impregnated substances as well as the optical constants of all components of the 
system. Such investigation for photosensitive composites based on PGL for 
holography has been performed [8]. In the present paper, some general features of 
the dependencies of effective optical constants of PGL on its sutructure and optical 
properties of its components are discussed.

As it can be seen from Eq. (6), the effective refractive index of PGL (nj 
impregnated with medium with the refractive index na is not additive value. In other 
words, the dependence nM{na, F) in Eq. (6) is not linear. This nonlinearity is essential 
for not very small different refractive indices na and nm. Really, expanding Eq. (6) in 
series of (na—n j  we have

n. = Fn. + ( l - F ) n . - g p ^ j ^ ^ ( n . - O 2 + 0[(" .-» J 2]· (»)

It should be noted that Equation (6) is valid for a particular structure model used 
in this paper. On the contrary, Eq. (8) is valid for any structural model. This 
statement was proved in [12] using the theory of effective dielectric constant bounds.

Now, let us discuss scattering. As a rule, in experimental work microporous 
glass structure is characterized by the porosity and average pore radius. At the same 
time, the extinction coefficient (Eq. (7)) depends on not only pore radius a and the 
porosity F =  f J A but, in the main, on the radius of silica frame cavities, and both the 
volume fraction of micropores (fa) in the secondary silica and the volume fraction of
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the extinction coefficient y of micropores glass on the radius of silica frame 
cavities A. fA — 0.44, fa =  0.68, the porosity F = fJ A -  0.3. The micropores radius a -  30 A

the silica frame cavities. Figure 2 shows that the extinction coefficient of micropores 
glasses with the same porosity and the micropore radius can be quite different 

The influence of the amount of secondary silica on light scattering of PGL can be 
revealed by comparison between the transparency before and after complete removal 
of the secondary silica from microporous glass sample. (In the latter case, the porous 
glass is a macroporous one). The results of the extinction coefficient calculations are 
presented in the Table. One can see that complete removal of the secondary silica 
leads to an increase of the extinction coefficient several times being in agreement with 
the experiment [5]. Note that the simplest Rayleigh equation [10] which does not 
take into account collective effects accomplishing light scattering in PGL predicts 
much greater increase of scattering.

T a b l e .  The extinction coefficient of micro-PGL and macro-PGL

PGL Structural parameters
Extinction coefficient 
(cm"1), X — 540 nm

/ . SA a [A] A [A] Our calculation Rayleigh equation

Micro-PGL 0.68 0.44 35 200 L i7 1.01
Macro-PGL 1 0.44 - 200 3.52 279

Another interesting fact to be pointed out is a possibility to decrease scattering by 
formation of solid shells on the inner pores surfaces. Within the structural model 
assumed in the present paper (Fig. 1), the extinction coefficient is equal to zero for 
nx = 1 and n2 satisfying the condition

l + 2 n i+ 2 (l- / ,) ( l-n j)  
" 2 l +  2 n | - ( l - / J ( l - n | ) ' (9)

In conclusion, it shoul be underlined that the results obtained in this paper are 
rather qualitative ones because the structural model used is a very rough reflec
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tion of the real structure. Considering more realistic models (in particular, cylindrical 
or spheroidal channels instead of the spherical cavities) is the subject of our further 
work.
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